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Abstract: A transportation infrastructure must be built in unison with an information
infrastructurc, and'the movement of people, things and informatiorr must be apportioned in
a suitable fashion among the vari6us-means of movement. To do so, we must first
understand the potential for interchangeability among the movement of peo-ple and things
on the one hand and the movement of information on the other; we must also understand
the trends seen in the development of information technologiesl lt is important that we
forecast the demand for future movement of people, things and information, and that we
make surc that infrastructure construction plans reflect this knowledge.

r. UNIFNNG TIIE CONCEPT OF EXCHANGE SYSTEMS

l.l Interaction between Transportation and Data communications

Although traffic generally consists of the movement- of people.and objects, often the final
aim is 

-actually tf,e delivery of information. Pegple- move about to meet others, make

*nt"is, uninit meetings, hold consultations, or siinply to enjoy conversation. Similarly,
movement of objects ofren involves delivery of letters, documents, books, and data.

In recent yea$, the development of communication systems has led users to rapidly shift
from earlier transportation'methods to the use of terminal equipment such as telephones,

facsimile machinei and modems transmining through electrical cables, telephone lines and

optical cables as ways of accomplisning these goals. This transition from transportattonlo
d'ata communicationi has been gbing oi'for a lSng time. Looking back, we can see that-the

Oitiri.y oiinformation whichis n6w accomp[Jhed by telephone was carried out before
tr,i-rrailli!. iiaOg-ibtz) by the delivery oT letters an-d, fqr urgent matters, the use of
.i.ien!"n. 'This shift is corifrmed by the fact that early. telephone rates were based on

the annlal cost of alternatively employing boys as runners (See Table l).

As telephones proliferated, people increasingly relied on them for exchangtng information

-O io,i."qu"nily wrote fewer llners. Furth6r, the advent of.facsimile machines brought a

stin from papei to telephone lines as the medium by which-letters and documents were
-OiiivereO,'and modemi are similarly replacing pap-er and floppy disks as vehicles for
transfers of data. News which beforgwas commu-niCated via public bulletin boards is now

broadcast on television and radio.

Table l: An Example of Steps in the Shit frorn flq4!pg4 to
Transport Method Communlcatlons

Method
Ereseeneornmunications Functions

Letters,
messengers

Telephones Personal phones, personal messengers

I)ocument
exchange

Facsimile Ent qualitv improvement, color
caoabilitv
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Movement
of ltems

Newspapers,
bulletin boards

lelevlslon, radlo On-demand function

LhstnDuuon ot
flyers and
catalogs

racsrmlles,
computer
communications

On-demand function

Dellvery ot
books

Modems, dlsplay
devices

Acceleratron ot transmrsslon, pnnt-
oualiw disolaY devices

Delrvery ot
floppy disks
and magnetic
taDes

Dlodems,
computers

Acoelerauon ot transmrssron, Iarge
storage capacity, data security

Movement
of People

conterences,
rneetings

Vldeo
conferencing
eouioment

ttlnt{uauty large-scr€en dNplay
devices, multiple-user participation,
improvement of immediacy

ttiues (proouct
explanation)

vl6eo
conferencing
eouinrnent

Pnnt{uafity large-scrcen dBplay
devices, improvement of immediacy

ln-stor€
purchases

Mail-order On-demand tunctlon, express dellvery,
hi gh-resolution display devices,
electronic payment, data security

Commuting to
work

lelecommutrng
(working at
home), virtual
comDany

flnnt{uatlty dlsplay devlces,
improvement of immediacy

Conrmuting to
school

Electromc
classroom

Printquality <lisplay devices,
imDrovemer,t of immediacy

Watchrng
movles rn
theaters

lercvrsron, cable
television

un-demand runcuon, hrge-screen
high-resolution display devices

Garne centers,
karaoke roorns

Networt ganps,
network karaoke

un-oemano luncuon, large-screen
high-resolution display devices,
multiole-user particioation
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1.2 Integration of Transportation and Data Communication under the Concept of
Exchange

We can examine systems used as exchange channels in terms of expansion of e;change
facility space, the items delivered, and the main method of delivery used. Exchange
systems can be classified as systems used to transport objects, systems used to transport
people, or systems used to transmit information. Data can be transmitted optically or
electrically, over wire or by wireless means. Transportation systems are used to move
people and objects. Air, marine, road and railway transportation systems are examples.

The facilities and equipment used in exchange systems can be examined in terms of the
space they occupy and their physical configuration. They can be broadly divided into
facilities occupying a particular spot or point and facilities that operate or function over a
line. Among the fornrer, "point facilities" include airports, harbors, transmitters, and
receivers. The latter category, "line facilities," includes roads, railways, and transmission
cables. Line facilities rcquire the establishment of channels such as roads, railway tracks,
and cables (See Figure l).

This study takes up the subject of systems used for exchanges (movement) of people,
objects, and information. A rational distribution of how air and marine facilities arc used
in conjunction with roads, railways, information networks, and pipelines to exchange or
move quantities of people, objects, and information can be applied to such problems as
traffic congestion and environmental destruction. When seking clues to solutions to these
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problems, it seems appropriate to use the concept of exchange systems to gain a
compr€hensive point of view.

Figure l: Spatial Distribution of the Exchange Systems

Both transportation and data communication systerns are ways of delivering information,
and the term "exchange" as used here includes transport of materials. Exchange can be
broadly divided by its gsal as follows.

Exchange goal Means of exchange

Figure 2: Classification of Exchange Systems by Goals
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1J Shift from Transportation to Data Communications Depends on Development
and Diflttsion of Technology

This shift from transportation to data communication depends heavily-on-developrnent.of
data communication'equipment as well as transmission quality (terminal display quality
and transmission spe'ea) and cost. Video conferencing systems__require further
development because their quality, that is their immediacy, is lo! yet sufficient to replace
live conferences. If the level of immediacy is improved and the systems spread into a
majority of offices, much of the physical traffic invblved in people attending conferences
will become electronic data traffic instead.

The print quality of currently corunon facsimile machines is not high enough for usc in
repoits, ant oft6n after a faisimile is sent, the original docurnent is sent by mail. Data
communication is often used for exchanging small amounts of data, but large batches of
data are still generally delivered on magnetic tape, and the deliv-ery_of newspapcrs,
magazines an<I books-by electronic transmission- is not widespryad. . This.gives some
indication of how the shii from transportation to data communication depends on quality
and cost of data communication channels.

^.4 Management of Trafric Demand by Advancement of Data Communications

The shift in exchange channels from transport to data communication is expectgd tg
progrcss rapidly as i result of future improvements in data communication speed and

iuaiity and'proliferation of low-cost equipnrent. In order to further this shift, 9welgpqelt
<if Aa'ta coirmunication channels iniliiated in the right-hand column of Table I is
necessary. Basically, rapid developrnent is recommended in each of the following areas.

a. High-capacity storage
b. High-speed, large-volume communications
c. Display quality equal to paper print quality
d. Larle-icreen, high-resolutibn display devices (with display quality equal to paper

print quality)
e. Data security
f. Immediacy (natural interface)
g. On-demand, real-time function
h. Persond communications
i. Simultaneous multiple-user participation

Technological development and proliferation of equipme-nt Ps indicated above will further
the shift from transpoitation to dlata communicatioh anO lighJen the load on transportation
facilities. In ord'er to predict the rate of the shift from transp-ortation to data

communication, we muit forecast the development and proliferation of data
communication channels.'

1.5 Issues on the Interrelation between Transportation and Communication Systems

Communications and roads complement one another and function as a-pair. It is possible
that developing information sysfems and replacing existin_g traffic with communications-
based alternatlives would oniy generate aitditionat traffic demand. Based on Tokyo
Government's Department of Urbian Planning(1992), relatively long distan-ce b_usiness trip
can be substituted by Elevision conference.- Further, taking advantage of ISDN seryice,
which provides information on shopping, traffic congestion, entertainment, and so on,

increased the number of trips.

In one questionnaire surveyed by Edamura (1991) on the use of alternatives, 447o of
business' respondents gave lreatei effrciency of work as the top response. The time and
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extra capacity produced would thus go toward work and lead to increased traffic volume.

According to TakitA et al. (1993), the information network of the future would redrrce the
number oT trips in Japan slightly, but actually increase the number of trips in Canada. An
examination bf econbmic and communications indices shows that a strong correlation
exists between the time and frequency of calls on telephone networks, and the
transportation of personnel and materials expressed in gross tons. Statistics from Institute
for Pbss & Tebcbmmunications Policy (1993) indicate that volumes of transportation and

data communications expand together (See Table 2). This offers indirect support for the
notion that the two activiiies should be analyzcd in a unified fashion.

Thus, focusing on the potential as an alternative -prevents 
calculation of information

exchange voluine. Without a clear understanding of the correlation between information
commu-nications and traffic, we will not be able to make proper predictions of information
exchange volume and traffic volume. We will not be able todevelop an overall concept of
exchanle system encompassing roads, railways, communications and other elements.
Further research is required in this area.

Indices of the Correlation of Data on Tr

2. SYSTEMS USED FOR EXCHANGE: BASIC STRUCTT]RE AND CT]RRENT
SITUATION

2. I The Basic Characteristics, Structure and Categorization of Data Communication
Systems

Data communication systerns involve the creation of various networks that employ circuits
and enable transmissi6n at various speeds. The expansion of data communications has

been made possible by the application of optical fiber netrrorks and the rapid development

of highquality equipinent thit can handle-large v._olu-mes of data at high-speeds. Table 3

show-s iniormitioi n-etwork services currently available in Japanese market.

Table 3: Structure and Categorization of Infonnation Telecommun
Connection methods Category Features

telephone netwofi
for subscribers

rUsed for transmission of voice, t'acslmlle,
and data.

telecornmunlcauons
network for
subscribers

rThese are generally caued telex netwofl$.
Although, with the advent of new media
such rvdata communications and facsimile
communications the use of this media has

decreased in relative terms, high demand
still exists forit as a form ofinternational
telecommunications.

DDX network FThese networks otter taster transmrsslon ot
data at hisher quality.
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Users are linked to
switchboards; users
select receiver of
information by
means of electrical
signal (number
dialed);
communication lines
are set up to connect
with users receiving
and sending
information; users
are released from old
signals when new
signals arc received.

ISDN rPrevious telecommunications networts werc
set up according to the type ofdata being
handled. Today, however, various types of
information can be processed in different
forms and sent and received on the same
telephone line: for example, voice, data, and
facsimile can all be handled on the same
telephone line. Moreover, the rising need
for higher transmission speed can be met.
ISDN was developed in response to the
rising tide of international communications
to provide networks that can handle
different communication signals such as
voice, data and facsimile at high speeds on
the same line.

tacsrmue
telecommunications
network

rFacsimrle networks dltter trom the
conventional use of facsimile over regular
telephone lines. They will offer common
functions to all users, and the terminal
equipment will be made as simple to use as
possible. The differences between charges
based on the distance between sender and
receiver will be narrowed.

vldeotext
telecommunications
network

Information is sent directly from an
information center to user terminals, often
as visual information in the form of talk.

mobrle
telecommunications
network

ruar telephone networKs, snrp telepnone
networks, and networks of public phones on
trains are examples. Each of these types,
which will operate independently, will be
linked to regular telephone lines and other
networks.

uxcluslve lrnes are
set up for designated
users and organized
according to the
type of information
being handled and
the speed at which it
is sent.

exclusive line rThese can be broadly divided into general
exclusive lines and high-speed digital lines.
Each line can be further subdivided. Many
businesses use these types oflines.

FOver 1,000,000 general exclusive lines and
20,000 exclusive high-speed digital lines
were in use in 1992.
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2.2 ITS Development and Construction of an Infor:mation Netrrork

In Japan today, efforts are being taken to establish a road Intelligent -Transportatlon
System" (ITS), and work is progressing on the construction of an optical fiber information
n6twork. Roads and other forms of trdhsport are essential to the nation's economy, so the
Ministry of Construction is conducting research and development projects wlth a view to
establishing an intelligent road transportation network. For their p_art,_the Ministry- of Posts
and Teleco-mmunicatibns and other bodies are calling forcefully for the construction of an
information network, in order to satisfy the needs of an information society and to deal
with such problems as the 4ging of the Japanese society.

2.2.1 Ministry of Construction's Efrorts To Buitd an Intelligent Transportation
System

Jounul of the Eastern Asia Society ior Trallsporlation Studies, Vol. l, No.2, Aututlul, 1995
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To construct befter road transportation systems for the 2lst century, it is necossary to
inrcgrate man, auto_mobiles, anii roads and to advance the progress ofthe tts (See Filurc
3). Vtlhile it is, of course, necessary to improve the safety and efficiency of ioad
transport€tion, it is also necessary to support the free movement of individual cars. In
searching for new transportation systems, Japan, Europe, and the United States. have come
up with almost the same concepts and objectives (See Figure 4).

Figure 3: ITS Image

Countries that have advanced in certain fields are linking up to cooperate in projects
ranging from basic research to applied technology. The IVHS plan is being implemented
by the United States, DRIVE II and PROMETIDUS are being developed in Europe, and
Japan is promoting the ITS. Throughout the world, countries are committing to advance
these wide-ranging projects and various industries are participating in the planning ofthese
projects.

Optimizing ravel (lncluding travel planning)

Opti mization for pedestrians and bicycle-riders

Efficient improvement of road networks
(lncluding planned deployment)

Figure 4: ITS Development Goals
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At the core of ITS is an information and communications system that creates a close link
between roads and the vehicles which pass over them. Information from cars on traffic
congestion and accidents, information provided by sensors on the road surface and data on
weather conditions is collected at the information center. The center proeesses this
information and then transmits it to drivers in time to assist them in driving. This two-way
communication of information will be improved so as to achieve the three objectives of
improved safety, better transport efficiency, and greater comfort. In addition, this system
will contribute to the protection of the environment by saving energy and reducing exhaust
emissions.

2.2.2 Eftorls Taken by Other Ministries and Agencies To Establish an Infoltratlon
Network

With a view to completing an optical fiber network stretching throughout the country by
the year 2010, the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications is impleqrenting its Plan for
Advanced Telecommunications Infrastructure To Facilitate Daily Life in the Regions (see

Table 4)

In the case of the city of Hamamatsu, an advanced network will be established in publig
institutions offering medical treatment, education and welfare services. The network will
connect such pubfic institutions as hospitals, schools and City Hall. Because of the
extremely advinced nature of the project, a research group has been set up, comprising
industry, the academic sphere and government. A network will connect the regional
information center (whiCh will become the core facility of the network) with public
institutions and other bodies, and a bi-directional, high-volume telecommunication
infrastructure will be constructed, primarily for the transfer of moving images. A working
group w,ls establishcd in 1994 to conduct four types of practical experiments in improving
administrative services and compiled experinrental plans.

The Ministry of Education is providing assistance for the establishment of a s-ystgln
offering leariing opportunities and information; plans call for the system to be installed in
all prefectures ly- ftre year 200O. The Ministry is also taking steps to establish the

Journal of the.Eastem Asia Society for Transportation Studies, Vol. I 
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Table 4: Outline of the Plan for Advanced Telecommunications
Infrastructure 'o Facilitate Daily Life in the

Proiect Names Facilities
Local Government Network * Library stocking matenal tor image nredra

* Equipment for transmitting and receiving
* In-house transmission circuit
* Building for the Center
* Other

Iele-Work Center t Bulldmg tor the (Jnter
* Facilities to suppo( tele-work
* In-house transmission circuit
* Other

New-Generatlon Re$onal Cable
Television Network (rural
project)

A cable television system broadcasting independently
* Equipment for transmitting and receiving
* Building for the cable sector
* Transmission circuit facilities
* Other

New-Generatlon Kegronal UaDle
Television Netruork (urban
oroiect)

Establlshrnent ot an advanced cable televrslon
network with highly advanced applications

Center To Promote lnt'ormatlon
Interchange

Construction of a core center to promote exchanges
among different projects aiming at raising regional
telecommunication services to advanced levels
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functions of a national center that will provide information on education, cultirrc and
sports; the National E<lucation Center is to act as the core institution.
The maintenance of health, medical trcatment and welfare are all services which have a
direct bearing on citizens' lives. This is why the Ministry of Health and Welfare is
working towards the establishment of an "information welfare society." In the information
welfare society, everyone will be able to use an optical fiber network connected to their
homes. The network will be used for such purposes as arranging for the rental of
equipment to look after the infirm in the home, or obtaining information on services
offered by local facilities, or making reservations. People will be able to remain at home
while they consult a doctor. Medical institutions specializing in a certain field will be able
to provide diagnostic support to general medical institutions (through the rcal-time use of
images, for example), thus making it possible for institutions situated close to the patient to
offer advanced medical services.

3. PLANNING TIM EXCIIANGE SYSTEM

3.1 Concept of the Exchange System

The system can be classified by modes of movement, in accordance with the basic
concepts used in planning conventional facilities. k this sense, it can be divided into
traffic systems that move people and goods, and information systems that move
information (See Figure 5). However, as mentioned above, conventional traffic often
includes the movement of people and goods for the purpose of communication, PR,
information and other forms of information transmission and exchange between people.
This study proposes the concept of exchange system that incorporate conventional
facilities used to move information, that have a high degree of compatibility with one
another.

Information exchange system

A
I

Exchailge system

-

Transportation facilities

Information facilitiesTransportation system

Figure 5: Conceptualization of Exchange System

3.2 Progress in Exchange System Planning

In planning exchange systems, surveys of existing transportation facilities and
infoimation-related facilities such as communications and electric power facilities must be

lfl-l o"'uo*ou'*s* lEl
Example of purpose:

fl:ffifu
f*t
Example of purpose:

exchange of information

-@-*Example of purpose:
f-
Example
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Figure 6: Outline of Exchange System Planning Process
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standards and volunrs for

cach cxchangc facility

Un&rstaoding cxchangc

dcmand rcording m goalr

- 
Examination ofcichangc channcl allocation

(analysis of cost-cffectivcncss)

Sampling dcmand for cxchangc which dcpends on spocific cxchange frcilidcs

Allocation of channcls to mcct demand for information cxchangc syscnu

Allocation of channels to mcct dcmand for transportation
Planning for indusrid

activity, cxchangc activity,
cnvironnrnt, cncrgy

rcsourccs, cities and land usc Examination of systcrns and nrcchanisms involvcd in

information cxchange systcms

- 
Planning forcoordination of

cxchangc dcmand

Mvancing cfficicncy of cxchangc

channcl usc

Ef6cicnt shift to cxchangc channcls

Planning for cstablishnrnt of
cxchangc facilitics

Nctrrork planning

Tcrminal e4uiprrcnt planning
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conducted in combination with estimates of demand, and plans must be made fcir
establishment of new facilities and for demand coordination (See Figure 6).

(l) Understanding demand for exchange

EstimBtiqn of future exchange demand should be based on culrent social and economic
tren&with an understanding-of exchange volumes and patterns-for each exchange facility
type. ln order to clearly u-nderstand tf,e interchangeability- of the communications and

tiinsportation componenis of exchange demand, this demand must be understood in terms
of users goals.

(2) Understanding the curent state of exchange facilities

The state of service territories, standards and capacities of cunent facilities and the levels
of service should be determined for each type ofexchange facility

(3) Examination of the allocation of exchange channels

We must distinguish exchange which depends on specific^exgfrpge facilities fro.m tfat
which is highli flexible. Allocation oi transportation -facilities and communication
facilities sh6u[ be considered with an undersaanding of the service levels of cunent
facilities for transportation which is highly interchangeable with communications and the
impact on these facilities of shifting. With regards to Exchange which will not be absorbed
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b-y info-rmation exchange systems, we must further examine allocation of transportation
channels.

(4) Examination of systems and mechanisms involved in information exchange systems ;

We should examine new systems and mechanisms related to establishment and use/of
information exchange systems.

(5) Planning establishment of exchange facilities

Plans must be formulated for establishment of exchange networks and related facilitied.

(6) Planning coordination of exchange demand

Methods must be examined for advancing the efficiency of facility use and the allocatron
ofexchange channels.

4. CONCLUSION AND IIT]TT]RE ISSUES

( I ) Interchangeability of communication and transportation

It is expected that information exchange volumes will grow rapidly in the future, it remains
unclear just how much current transportation will be absorbed into information exchange
systems in the form of telecommuting. In particular, it is thought that the shift from
human traffic to information traffic will have a strong impact on transportation congestion,
land use, regional and urban composition, and social structure and values. It is essential to
carefully predict the nature and likelihood of these impacts.

(2) How development of information exchange will change transportation

With the development of information exchange, the magnitude of the shift to
communications will correspond to the distances involved, and current patterns of
transportation are expected to change. It is necessary to understand ihanges in
transportation patterns as they will apply to each transportation facility and to plan
appropriate adjustrnents to transportation facilities.

(3) Survey scherne for understanding exchange demand

Past surveys of transportation demand have been conducted by differcnt transportation
organizations and addressed passenger and freight traffic separately. Further, surveys on
transportation purposes such as commuting, business travel, and private travel, have
addressed these separately and thus cannot be directly used for planning allocation of
exchange channels. It is necessary to establish survey schemes and systems which will
enable us to gain a unified understanding of exchange volurnes.

(+) Establishing information networks

Until now, the infrastructurc of information systems has been built piecemeal by telephone
companies, electric power companies and cable television qompanies, all working
independently.

I-and-use rights must usually be acquired to establish line facilities such as cables for
optical fiber circuits and electric lines. Areas along roads are best suited to use for such
facilities because of following r€asons.

a Roads are the only channels available that link homes to be connected to
communication lines.
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b. Road transportation and data communications.are both part of the overall
structure oi exchange activity. The distribution of demand for the two
exchange channels-is much-the'same. Places where there is-a high
volume-of demand for roads often also have a high demand for data
communication. It therefore makes sense--and it is relatively easy--to set

up cable facilities along roadways.

c. The basic structure of road systems is that of a network whose channels
are structured into various ciasses. Accordingly, their structurcs lends

themselves to the laying of cables for data communications networks.

As part of its road construction program, the Japanese_Government's Ministry of
Conitruction has begun the establishment of a network of Communication Cable Boxes

tCC UoxeO which arE underground bundles of optical cables., on the proposition that these

iould be uied commonly by various operators which own wire systems. It is necessary to
pui in place an information network a6 a first link in the broader exchange network and to

ioordinate and organize facilities and operations.
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